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Abstract—Urban subsidence and landslides are among the7
greatest hazards for people and infrastructure safety and they8
require an especial attention to reduce their associated risks. In9
this framework, ground-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR)10
interferometry (GB-InSAR) represents a cost-effective solution11
for the precise monitoring of displacements. This work presents12
the application of GB-InSAR techniques, particularly with the13
RiskSAR sensor and its processing chain developed by the Remote14
Sensing Laboratory (RSLab) of the Universitat Politècnica de15
Catalunya (UPC), for the monitoring of two different types of16
ground displacement. An example of urban subsidence monitor-17
ing over the village of Sallent, northeastern of Spain, and an18
example of landslide monitoring in El Forn de Canillo, located19
in the Andorran Pyrenees, are presented. In this framework, the20
key processing particularities for each case are deeply analyzed21
and discussed. The linear displacement maps and time series22
for both scenarios are showed and compared with in-field data.23
For the study, fully polarimetric data acquired at X-band with a24
zero-baseline configuration are employed in both scenarios. The25
displacement results obtained demonstrate the capabilities of GB-26
SAR sensors for the precise monitoring of ground displacement27
phenomena.28
Index Terms—Differential synthetic aperture radar (SAR)29
interferometry (DInSAR), displacement monitoring, ground-30
based SAR (GB-SAR), frequency modulated continuous wave31
(FMCW) radar, ground-based SAR interferometry (GBInSAR),32
persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI), polarimetric SAR inter-33
ferometry (PolInSAR), steepest linear frequency modulated con-34
tinuous wave (SLFMCW) radar.35
I. INTRODUCTION36
T HE DEVELOPMENT of differential synthetic aperture37 radar (SAR) interferometry (DInSAR) algorithms during38
the last decade has demonstrated their usefulness for the pre-39
cise monitoring of ground displacement episodes [1], [2] with40
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millimetric precisions [3]. Furthermore, DInSAR algorithms 41
have boosted the development of persistent scatterer inter- 42
ferometry (PSI) techniques which allows obtaining not only 43
accurate linear velocity estimations but also time series con- 44
taining the nonlinear displacement component of affected areas 45
[4]–[15]. 46
In this context, two different kinds of sensors may be con- 47
sidered: orbital/airborne or ground-based. Spaceborne SAR 48
sensors have demonstrated to be extremely successful for study- 49
ing the evolution of displacement processes, especially, over 50
wide areas. Despite this, when flexibility in terms of revisit- 51
ing time or sensor orientation toward the scene is required, 52
orbital sensors cannot fulfill the requirements. Airborne sen- 53
sors represent a more flexible solution but contrarily the data 54
processing becomes more difficult. Furthermore, the monitor- 55
ing campaigns are generally costly and complex to carry out. 56
For this reason, the research activity of several groups has 57
been recently addressed to the development of terrestrial SAR 58
systems [16], [17]. Flexible, easy to deploy, and cheaper if 59
compared to space- or airborne solutions, Ground-Based SAR 60
(GB-SAR) sensors can be presented as an effective, and some- 61
times complementary, solution for the precise monitoring of 62
small-scale phenomena [18]–[33]. 63
Due to the capability of GB-SAR sensors to carry out a quasi 64
continuous monitoring, one of their most relevant application 65
corresponds to the slope monitoring of open pit mines, in which 66
such systems potentially work as an Early Warning System 67
(EWS) [34]–[37]. Other relevant applications include slope 68
instability monitoring related to rock-slides [38], [39], [21], vol- 69
canoes [40], urban monitoring [41]–[43], structure monitoring 70
[44], [16], dike monitoring [45], glacier monitoring [46], and 71
landslides [43], [45], [47]–[50]. A complete classification of the 72
different GB-SAR applications can be found in [51]. 73
This paper presents the applicability of the RiskSAR GB- 74
SAR sensor, developed in the Remote Sensing Laboratory 75
(RSLab) of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) and 76
widely described in Part I of this paper [52], for the efficient 77
monitoring of ground displacement phenomena. 78
The RiskSAR sensor [22], [29] is based on the employment 79
of high-rate steepest linear frequency modulated continuous 80
wave (SLFMCW) signals. This type of solution allows per- 81
forming faster scans compared with vector network analyzer 82
(VNA)-based solutions and, hence, minimize the impact of 83
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tropospheric disturbances and target instabilities during the84
scanning time. This radar architecture also favors obtaining85
reliable polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) measurements with no86
dramatic increase in the scanning time. In this context, it87
has been recently demonstrated that polarimetric SAR inter-88
ferometry (PolInSAR) techniques outperform classical single-89
polarization PSI performance [53]–[55].90
The applications shown in this work are focused on the GB-91
SAR sensor working in a discontinuous operation mode, which92
means revisiting the site during different measurement days93
with a certain temporal span. This can be applied when the94
deformation process is slow enough and does not require a95
continuous monitoring. As widely explained in [52], the pro-96
cessing for this configuration mode consists of performing first97
a temporal averaging of each daily data set. This is referred98
to as short-term processing (STP) and allows improving the99
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of time-stationary targets, leading100
to a time-averaged SLC image for each measurement day. In101
the following step, referred to as long-term processing (LTP),102
the atmospheric artifacts among the different time-averaged103
SLC images are compensated for. From all methods avail-104
able in the literature, the RiskSAR processing chain makes use105
of model-based solutions to carry out the atmospheric phase106
screen (APS) compensation. This kind of solution has proven107
to be very effective since it reaches very good results with108
no need of extra meteorological data or stable ground con-109
trol points (GCP). Carrying out a proper APS estimation and110
compensation process is mandatory in order to obtain reliable111
displacement map estimations. Once a set of APS-free interfer-112
ograms are obtained, PSI techniques can be applied to obtain113
reliable linear and nonlinear estimations of ground displace-114
ments. Among all the PSI techniques developed in the last115
decade, this work focuses on the adaptation of the coherent116
pixels technique (CPT) to work with zero-baseline data [52].117
The linear displacement maps and time series over two very118
different scenarios, a district affected by subsidence due to the119
mining activity carried out in the surrounding area during the120
last century, and an active slow-moving landslide located in a121
mountainous region, are presented. The main logistics and pro-122
cessing particularities for each case are widely discussed. In123
both scenarios, the RiskSAR sensor was operated at X-band124
due to its excellent tradeoff among the high spatial resolution125
of the SLC images acquired, the possibility to achieve a reliable126
APS compensation and a fine sensitivity to ground displace-127
ments. For this reason, the RiskSAR sensor is referred to as128
RiskSAR-X hereinafter. The slant-range resolution working at129
X-band is 1.25 m. The cross-range resolution is on the order130
of 10 mrad, ranging from 0.75 m at near range up to roughly131
5 m at a far range of 1500 m. In both cases, the processing is132
benefited from the use of fully polarimetric data.133
The paper is organized as follows. Section II refers to GB-134
SAR measurement logistics, with emphasis in the importance135
of choosing a correct location for the sensor depending on the136
nature of the scenario and on the ground displacement process137
characteristics. Sections III and IV present the zero-baseline138
PSI results in the urban scenario of Sallent and in the landslide139
of El Forn de Canillo, respectively. The main conclusion and140
major remarks are given in Section V.141
II. MEASUREMENT LOGISTICS 142
Once a GB-SAR solution is adopted for the monitoring 143
of a certain area, the location of the sensor constitutes a 144
crucial issue in order to maximize the performance of the 145
technique. In addition to be able to cover the whole area of 146
interest, two important aspects must be taken into account: 147
the minimization of the so-called SAR geometrical distortions 148
(foreshortening, layover, or shadowing) to have the regions of 149
interest visible to the radar, and the maximization of the sen- 150
sor sensitivity to deformation, as SAR systems are only able 151
of detecting displacements in the line-of-sight (LOS) direction. 152
The selection of the adequate emplacement helps to maximize 153
the sensitivity of the interferometric phase to the deforma- 154
tion process to monitor, and thus provide the best results 155
possible. 156
These aspects must be taken into account when planning the 157
measurements and, furthermore, in the final interpretation of 158
the results. This section presents their analysis in order to max- 159
imize the performance of ground-based SAR interferometry 160
(GB-InSAR) techniques depending on the nature and environ- 161
mental conditions of the displacement phenomenon. 162
A. Minimization of SAR Geometric Distortion Effects 163
Regardless of the platform nature, three geometric distor- 164
tions are present in SAR imaging. These are the foreshortening, 165
the layover, and the shadowing [56]. Unlike orbital-based 166
SAR sensors, which are constrained by the orbit geometry, 167
GB-SAR sensors allow fitting the sensor location and orien- 168
tation to the specific characteristics of the area under study. 169
This fact allows to minimize, or at least control, these distortion 170
effects. 171
Shadowing must be especially taken into account when 172
facing urban monitoring applications. Urbanized areas are typ- 173
ically characterized by having a relatively large number of tall 174
man-made structures, such as buildings. If the location of the 175
sensor is decided without considering its impact, it can lead to 176
a large number of shaded areas in the SAR acquisitions. The 177
location of the instrument at a certain height in order to achieve 178
a top view of the area under study minimizes shadowing impact. 179
Contrarily, landslide areas are typically characterized by 180
having a low numbers of man-made structures. Therefore, shad- 181
owing has less impact in these applications. Despite this, it is 182
important to choose a location which allows overcoming the 183
geographical accidents of the scenario. In these areas, fore- 184
shortening plays a more critical role. The illumination angle 185
must depart from the local slope to avoid as much as possible 186
the compression effect produced by this geometrical distortion. 187
A good strategy consists of locating the instrument at the base 188
of the hillside, some meters away from the slope, in order to 189
illuminate all the area of interest minimizing the shadowing and 190
the foreshortening artifacts. 191
B. Maximization of the Sensitivity to Deformation 192
As stated above, SAR systems only have sensitivity in the 193
LOS direction. Due to its different orientation, the measured 194
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displacements are, in general, not the real ones but a projection195
of them. Using a vector notation, both can be defined as196
VLOS = |VLOS| ·̂lLOS
VG = |VG| ·̂lG (1)
where VG is the ground displacement vector, this is the real197
deformation, and VLOS is the LOS displacement vector, this is198
the projection. The magnitudes |VLOS| and |VG| are related to199
the intensity of the displacement, and the unitary vectorŝlLOS200
and ̂lG indicate the displacement direction. In fact, the former201
is only a projection of the latter. Thus, the magnitude of both202
displacement vectors can be related through a scalar product as203
follows:204
|VLOS| = |VG| · cos(α) (2)
where205
cos(α) =̂lLOS ·̂lG (3)
being α the angle between the unitary vectors.206
When the ground displacement is expected to be vertical, as207
it normally occurs with subsidence phenomena in urban scenar-208
ios, α directly becomes the local incidence angle θinc. In this209
context, higher sensor location elevations over the area of inter-210
est imply shorter incidence angles and thus a better sensitivity211
to the ground displacement.212
When facing landslide monitoring the problem becomes213
more complex as the real motion of a particular point has an214
intrinsic topographic dependence related with its local slope.215
With no a priori knowledge, the more realistic kinetic model of216
the displacement direction ̂lG is based on considering that the217
surface mostly moves along the steepest gradient of the terrain218
slope. This information may be derived employing a digital ele-219
vation model (DEM) of the area. Then, the angle α is directly220
obtained through (3).221
For the current polar-orbiting SAR satellites, the look direc-222
tion is close to East or West, for ascending or descending223
orbits, respectively. For this reason, spaceborne SAR systems224
are mainly sensitive to movements along slopes facing either225
East or West and almost insensitive to movements in North or226
South directions. In this context, GB-SAR sensors present a227
potential advantage with respect to spaceborne ones since they228
are not constrained by any orbit geometry. GB-SAR sensors229
can be placed at an adequate location and fit their orientation230
for illuminating a specific site according to the geometry of the231
problem.232
A good strategy in landslide monitoring applications consists233
of locating the instrument at the foot of the hillside, using an234
illumination angle facing the down-slope direction in order to235
maximize the displacement detection.236
III. URBAN MONITORING STUDY CASE237
Urban monitoring represents one of the most interest-238
ing issues and major research topics in the SAR commu-239
nity. Subsidence hazards in urban areas involve from damage240
in man-made structures to the sudden collapse of entire 241
neighborhoods, thus endangering human lives. Two surveying 242
methods are mainly used for ground deformation monitoring 243
purposes over urban scenarios. These are leveling and global 244
positioning system (GPS). In most cases, the difficulty to cover 245
large areas and the poor densities of measurements provided 246
by these techniques hinder the effective identification and char- 247
acterization of complex deformation episodes. Geotechnical 248
devices such as inclinometers, extensometers, or piezometers 249
present similar drawbacks. 250
GB-SAR sensors hence represent a useful alternative with 251
respect to the previous surveying techniques. They provide pre- 252
cise estimations of ground displacement phenomena over larger 253
areas with a high density of measures at a lower cost. 254
This section presents the study case of a linear urban subsi- 255
dence phenomenon produced in a district affected by the former 256
mining activity carried out around the area. 257
A. Test Site and Data Set 258
The test site selected corresponds to a district known as El 259
Barri de l’Estació, located in the village of Sallent, northeastern 260
Spain. Nowadays, there is a subsidence phenomenon induced 261
by the intense mining activity carried out in the area during the 262
second quarter of the last century. This deformation process is 263
the consequence of the exploitation of the Enrique Mine, which 264
was opened from 1932 to 1973 and reached a maximum depth 265
of 260 m. 266
Unexpectedly, during the intense mining works of 1954, a 267
natural cavity of about 120 m high and 40 m wide was found. 268
Some years later, during 1957 and 1962, several floods from the 269
Llobregat River occurred that made difficult to continue with 270
the mine exploitation, and finally leading to the closure of the 271
Enrique Mine in the year 1973. 272
During the period of abandoning, the mine was filled up with 273
saturated salty water. Some decades after, in 1990s, heavy dam- 274
ages started to be appreciated in several man-made structures 275
built within the affected district of El Barri de l’Estació [see 276
Fig. 1(a)]. 277
As a response to the problem, the administration started a 278
research program to identify, characterize, and model the subsi- 279
dence phenomena observed in the affected area [57]. A multiple 280
set of techniques such as laser topographic leveling, geologi- 281
cal mapping, geophysical prospection, extensometric measure- 282
ments, and drilling was employed to evaluate the risk of the 283
already weakened structures to collapse. 284
In this framework, the RSLab group, jointly with the Institut 285
Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya (ICGC), started in 2003, 286
the study of this area with PSI techniques using spaceborne 287
acquisitions of the European Remote Sensing (ERS) satellite 288
[58]. A new collaboration between the RSLab and the ICGC 289
started in 2006 to assess the performance of GB-SAR sensors 290
in such scenarios. A 1-year measurement campaign was carried 291
out using the RiskSAR-X sensor [22], [29]. It started in June 292
2006 and finished in March 2007. GB-SAR data were acquired 293
during nine measurement days, as reported in Table I. In each 294
measurement day, several scans were carried out in order to 295
improve the SNR of measures. 296
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Fig. 1. (a) Example of the heavy damages observed in El Barri de l’Estació, Sallent. (b) Picture of the El Barri de l’Estació observed from the (c) RiskSAR point
of view.
F1:1
F1:2
TABLE IT1:1
TIMETABLE OF SALLENT MEASUREMENT DAYST1:2
B. System Setup297
As seen in Section II, in urban monitoring applications,298
the GB-SAR location must minimize as far as possible the299
effects produced by the buildings present in the scenario.300
This implies to select an emplacement as high as possible in301
order to have a top view of the area of interest, which mini-302
mizes the shadowing and maximizes the sensitivity to vertical303
displacements.304
For these reasons, the instrument was finally installed on the305
top of a cliff of 84 m height, 200 m away in the range direction306
from the district El Barri de l’Estació. This location provided307
an incidence angle varying from 72◦ up to 82◦. It is worth308
pointing out that installing the radar on the cliff’s border pre-309
vented the radar front-end of saturations caused by close targets.310
Moreover, the system was placed on a base at approximately311
30 cm above the ground to raise the rail and reduce the impact312
of the nearby vegetation.313
Another important issue was to ensure a millimetric repo-314
sitioning of the instrument to avoid a later coregistration of315
the data. In order to guarantee the repeatability of the obser-316
vation conditions, the system was mounted over a cement base317
reinforced with a lightweight metallic frame. A picture of the318
RiskSAR-X point of view, and the final system setup is detailed319
in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respectively.320
The area of interest illuminated by the RiskSAR sensor321
extended to approximately 400 m in range and 300 m in width.322
Each scan took roughly 2.5 min to perform a fully polarimetric323
measure.324
C. Short-Term and Long-Term Processing 325
Prior to the application of the zero-baseline CPT algorithm to 326
obtain PSI results, some important aspects about the STP and 327
LTP [52] processing should be briefly remarked. 328
As seen, El Barri de l’Estació is an urban area plenty of man- 329
made structures. For this reason, the reflectivity image of the 330
region covered by the sensor has a large dynamic range, with 331
strong reflectivity peaks corresponding to man-made structures, 332
see Fig. 2(a). The coherence in these scenarios remains very 333
high along the temporal axis, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and (c), 334
which shows the coherence maps from two acquisitions with 335
a temporal baseline of 15 min and 23 days, respectively. As 336
shown, the highest coherence pixels are preserved in those areas 337
with higher reflectivity, coinciding with the man-made struc- 338
tures present in the scenario. This fact is of crucial importance, 339
since it will lead to a robust network of temporally coherent 340
scatterers in the later PSI processing. 341
As it is detailed in [52], in addition to the thermal noise 342
and the temporal decorrelation phenomena, APS represents the 343
most relevant distortion artifact on the interferometric phase. 344
It directly impacts in the STP, which aims to obtain a reliable 345
high-quality time-averaged image from each measurement day. 346
In addition, it also affects the LTP, whose objective is obtain- 347
ing a collection of APS-free interferograms for the later PSI 348
processing. From all the available methods, the RiskSAR sen- 349
sor makes use of model-based solutions [59], [60] since they 350
proved to be very successful with no extra meteorological data 351
or stable GCP. 352
Fig. 2(d)–(f) shows the interferometric phase evolution due 353
to APS between images separated by temporal spans of 15 min, 354
1 h, and 4 h, respectively. In such regions, the atmospheric 355
artifacts are smooth in both the spatial and temporal domains. 356
The linear approximation proposed in [59] is sufficient to 357
deal with the APS problematic in these scenarios with soft 358
topography [52]. 359
In order to illustrate the good performance of APS model- 360
based solutions in urban scenarios, the compensation process 361
of an interferogram with a temporal span of 2 h is presented in 362
Fig. 3. With the goal of generating a reliable vector of observa- 363
tions to carry out the linear regression, only the points with the 364
highest coherence values (γ > 0.95) are employed. In order to 365
estimate the coherence a 9× 9 multilook is selected. Black dots 366
represent the projection onto the range axis of the interferomet- 367
ric phase. Notice how, as expected, the interferometric phase 368
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Fig. 2. (a) Reflectivity image in dB and coherence maps between acquisitions with a temporal baseline of (b) 15 min and (c) 23 days corresponding to the area of
El Barri de l’Estació, Sallent. Interferometric phase due to the APS between images separated in time (d) 15 min (e) 1 h, and (f) 4 h approximately.
F2:1
F2:2
Fig. 3. Compensation process of an interferogram with a temporal span of 2 h
over those points with a coherence value over 0.95. Black dots represent the
projection of the interferometric phase onto the range axis. Red line accounts
for the estimated APS using a linear regression. Green dots correspond to the
interferometric phase once it has been compensated for.
F3:1
F3:2
F3:3
F3:4
F3:5
exhibits a strong linear behavior in the range direction. The369
red line represents the estimated APS using the linear regres-370
sion method indicated in [52] and [59]. Finally, the green dots371
correspond to the compensated interferometric phase. Notice372
how the final interferometric phase has a mean value close to373
zero. This value is normal since during this short temporal span374
the interferometric phase may be considered totally indepen-375
dent of any deformation process. In other words, within the376
same measurement day no detectable movements are expected.377
Indeed, the interferometric phase of APS-free interferograms378
has a mean value close to zero.379
Due to the large number of high-coherent scatterers available 380
in urban scenarios, the basis-based method explained in [52], 381
which uses a set short-time compensation functions between 382
consecutive daily temporal-averaged images, is not required. 383
Exploiting polarimetry at this point is not necessary for the 384
same reason as well. 385
Finally, in order to reduce the effects of urban target short- 386
time instability induced by human activities, the sample selec- 387
tion technique proposed in [61] is employed for the generation 388
of time-averaged SLC images. The detection of the long-term 389
polarimetric behavior providing the highest number of samples 390
for each day of measurements guaranteed a higher quality of 391
the final interferometric phase information. 392
D. Displacement Results 393
The displacement map retrieval process is carried out with 394
the zero-baseline adaptation of the CPT algorithm [52]. The 395
choice of the pixel selection method depends on the number 396
of acquisitions at disposal and on the nature of the scatterers to 397
detect, either distributed or point-like scatterers. For this case, 398
since the number of images available is short, only 9, the coher- 399
ence stability criterion has demonstrated to perform well. A 400
threshold of mean coherence corresponding to 0.7, which is 401
equivalent to a phase standard deviation of about 15◦, with a 402
5× 5 multilook window [62], has been established in order to 403
filter out the noisy pixels from the processing. In this type of 404
urban scenarios, a 5× 5 multilook window has demonstrated a 405
good performance to detect man-made structures. 406
At this point, the processing has been benefited by the 407
use of polarimetric optimization techniques [52]. In particular, 408
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the equal scattering mechanism (ESM) polarimetric optimiza-409
tion method [54] has been selected to improve the quality of410
interferograms. This is translated in roughly a twofold increase411
in the number of pixels during the pixel selection step.412
Finally, the linear velocity map retrieved using the zero-413
baseline CPT technique is projected over the vertical as indi-414
cated in Section II.415
The PSI results obtained with the RiskSAR-X sensor are416
compared with the results provided by the experts of the ICGC417
[see Fig. 4(a) and (b)], respectively. On the hand, the ground-418
truth information was obtained by means of a continuous laser419
topographic levelling system that monitored a set of positions,420
indicated as dots in Fig. 4(b), during the same period of the421
GB-SAR campaign. This discrete set of measurements has422
been employed to obtain the result provided in the same figure423
through interpolation. On the other hand, due to the high num-424
ber of high-coherent pixels in the area, GB-SAR results have425
also been interpolated in order to ease the comparison with the426
ground-truth available. A high agreement concerning the spa-427
tial description of the deformation process may be observed428
between both techniques. Notice how the position of the area429
characterized by the maximum deformation bowl perfectly430
matches. Despite this, it must be pointed out that GB-SAR431
measurements lead to a slight overestimation of the displace-432
ment rate in the center of the deformation focus, 5 cm/year433
against the 4.5 cm/year given by the in situ ground-truth mea-434
surements. The difficulty to install the instrument at a higher435
elevation, to reach shorter incidence angles and maximize436
the detection in the LOS direction, could explain this slight437
discrepancy.438
Fig. 4(c) shows the time series of a coherent scatter located439
in the maximum deformation bowl of the area. A strong440
linearity, as expected from ground-truth measurements and441
from the spaceborne results available [57], [58], may be442
observed.443
IV. LANDSLIDE MONITORING STUDY CASE444
Due to the all-weather and day-night capability to accu-445
rately detect ground and surface deformations, GB-InSAR446
has become a useful tool for geo-hazard assessment during447
the last few years. The accurate monitoring of landslide sur-448
faces represents an important issue in order to achieve a449
better understanding of landslide mechanisms, and detecting450
its potential risks to ensure the safety of people living in such451
areas.452
Traditionally, landslide monitoring has been carried out453
employing different geotechnical devices, including inclinome-454
ters, extensometers, piezometers, and GPS differential net-455
works. These in-field measurements present, in general, a456
benchmark density and a lower extent compared with SAR457
techniques. In addition, they require the installation of devices458
directly onto the landslide surface, which can be a prob-459
lem when the accessibility to the area is complex. The460
development of remote sensing monitoring tools based on461
SAR data is becoming an important issue for many author-462
ities in order to ensure the safety of people living in such463
areas.464
Fig. 4. (a) Vertical linear displacement map retrieved by using the zero-baseline
CPT algorithm. (b) Ground-truth map provided by the ICGC employing laser
topographic leveling techniques. (c) Displacement time series of a point located
in the center of the deformation focus with a linear velocity of 4.7 cm/year.
F4:1
F4:2
F4:3
F4:4
A. Test Site and Data Set 465
The test site selected to demonstrate the applicability of GB- 466
SAR sensors in these applications corresponds to the landslide 467
of El Forn de Canillo, located in the Andorran Pyrenees. It 468
has been widely studied since 1980s, and today it is consid- 469
ered as one of the largest landslides of the Pyrenean region [see 470
Fig. 5(a)]. 471
The landslide is composed by a sequence of slides and earth- 472
flows with a complex structure, which affects an estimated mass 473
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Fig. 5. (a) General overview of the landslide of El Forn de Canillo. (b) Landslide limits and location of the devices installed.F5:1
at around 300 Mm3. In this context, three major sliding units474
were identified in 1994 [63]. The first one corresponds to a slide475
originated in the area of Pla del Géspit-Costa de les Gerqueres476
[Fig. 5(b)], located in the south-west of the landslide, which477
reached the foot of the hillside. A second unit was originated478
under El Pic de Maians [see Fig. 5(b)] reaching a height of479
1640 m, and that overlaps with the previous sliding unit, clos-480
ing in the Valira River valley. Finally, a new rotational slide with481
a lower extension originated on the hillside known as La Roca482
del Forn [see Fig. 5(b)] in the north-east side of the hillside has483
been identified.484
The landslide of El Forn de Canillo was originated as the485
result of the hillside destabilization, due to a decompression486
phenomenon after the removal of the Valira Glacier, between487
13 000 and 16 000 years before present [63]. The Valira488
River has been progressively eroding the base of the whole489
mass without reaching the bedrock, and thus originating the490
landslide.491
The geological observations accumulated during the last492
decades have evidenced the presence of a main slide mass with493
a residual movement of some millimeters per year, accompa-494
nied by a local failure in the area known as Cal-Ponet Cal-Borró495
[see Fig. 5(b)] within the third slide unit described above.496
This slide is presenting today a major activity coinciding with497
periods of strong rainfalls and snow melting.498
In front of all these evidences, the authorities promoted sev-499
eral actions in the year 2000 for the management of the risk500
related with the geo-hazard threats associated with landslides,501
rockfalls, and debris flows in the Andorran Pyrenees. Some spe-502
cific management plans were carried out for the monitoring of503
El Forn de Canillo.504
Between 2007 and 2009, a complex network of geotechni-505
cal devices, including inclinometers, rod extensometers, and506
piezometers, was installed in order to characterize and under-507
stand the dynamics of the landslide. A total of 10 bore-508
holes, referred from S1 to S10 in Fig. 5(b), reaching a depth509
between 40 and 60 m, were drilled and equipped with this510
instrumentation. The measurements provided by these devices 511
have been recently studied with the objective of locating the 512
sliding surfaces and characterizing the displaced material [64]. 513
Unfortunately, some of the boreholes did not reach the 514
needed depth, and consequently the installed devices did not 515
work properly in some points. Despite this, as it has been 516
expected from in situ observations, the installed devices evi- 517
denced that, in addition to a residual movement of the main lobe 518
of some millimeters per year, the most active part of the land- 519
slide corresponds to the secondary landslide of Cal Borró-Cal 520
Ponet, which between May and June 2009 registered a velocity 521
up to roughly 2 cm/month [64]. Intense rain events and sudden 522
snow melting was observed during this period. As an example, a 523
famous house built in the mid-19th century, located next to the 524
foot of this secondary landslide near to S10, has experienced 525
a significant damage [see Fig. 6(a)]. Several cracks and shear 526
openings along the road pavements close to this area have also 527
appeared over the last years [see Fig. 6(b)]. 528
In 2011, the use of GB-InSAR techniques to identify and 529
characterize the dynamics of the landslide were planned. The 530
reasons were twofold: on the hand, most of the geotechnical 531
devices implemented did not work properly providing unreli- 532
able measures and, on the other hand, conventional geotechni- 533
cal field measurements present lower densities and thus a worse 534
coverage compared with SAR techniques. For this reason, the 535
RSLab, in collaboration with the Department of Geotechnical 536
Engineering and Geosciences of the UPC, carried out a 1-year 537
measurement campaign, from October 2010 to October 2011, 538
with the objective of identifying and characterizing the behavior 539
of the landslide. 540
Since the landslide of El Forn de Canillo is nowadays quite 541
stable with some residual movement of the order of few cen- 542
timeters per year, a continuous monitoring was considered 543
clearly unfruitful. For this reason, a total of 10 daily data 544
sets were collected with a temporal base line of approximately 545
1 month, performing thus a discontinuous monitoring, sufficient 546
to avoid phase unwrapping (see Table II). 547
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Fig. 6. (a) Interior view of the cracked walls of a small farmhouse located in
the area of Cal Borró-Cal Ponet. The curved shape of the wall indicate the
presence of displacements in this area. (b) Cracks and shear openings along a
road pavement close to the area of Cal Borró-Cal Ponet. (c) Panoramic view of
El Forn de Canillo, in the Andorran Pyrenees from (d) the RiskSAR point of
view.
F6:1
F6:2
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TABLE IIT2:1
TIMETABLE OF EL FORN DE CANILLO MEASUREMENT DAYST2:2
B. System Setup548
The RiskSAR-X sensor was located at the foot of the land-549
slide, 100 m away from the slope, in order to reduce the550
foreshortening and to maximize the detection of the defor-551
mation considering that the landslide moves along the steep-552
est gradient of the terrain slope, as seen in Section II. This553
emplacement also allows overcoming the geographical acci-554
dents of the scenario in order to avoid shadowing in SAR555
images.556
The final area of observation was approximately 500 m in557
height, 1600 m in range, and 1000 m in width. In addition,558
as in the urban monitoring case, the system was placed on a559
base at the height of approximately 30 cm above the ground,560
to level the rail and avoid the impact of the nearby vegeta-561
tion in the measurements. As in the previous study case, each562
scan took roughly 2.5 min to perform a fully polarimetric563
measure.564
A picture of the RiskSAR-X point of view and the sensor’s565
location is detailed in Fig. 6(c) and (d), respectively.566
C. Short-Term and Long-Term Processing 567
Regarding the characteristics of the scenario, El Forn de 568
Canillo is mainly covered by vegetation and only contains some 569
man-made structures and few rocky areas suitable to perform 570
a reliable GB-InSAR processing. The reflectivity image of the 571
region covered by the RiskSAR-X sensor is shown in Fig. 7(a). 572
Fig. 7(b) and (c) shows the coherence maps of image pairs with 573
a temporal baseline of 13 min and 6 h, respectively. 574
Notice how the high-reflectivity areas generally correspond 575
to those pixels with higher coherence values, as expected. These 576
pixels belong to man-made structures, rocky areas, or bare sur- 577
faces. Notice also how coherence decreases faster on vegetated 578
areas at X-band, and how only man-made structures or rocky 579
areas remain coherent along time. A considerable loss of coher- 580
ence in only 6 h can be noticed. Preserving high-coherent pixels 581
along time is a critical issue in these vegetated scenarios, as seen 582
hereinafter. 583
As in the urban subsidence study case, some important 584
aspects about the STP and LTP [52] processing must remarked 585
prior applying PSI techniques. 586
Regarding the APS, contrarily to the study case of urban 587
areas seen above, mountainous regions present severe atmo- 588
spheric phase fluctuations, mainly due to the presence of steep 589
topography. Those regions exhibit strong fluctuations of the 590
atmospheric parameters such as temperature, pressure, and 591
humidity from acquisition to acquisition. Due to this reason, the 592
spatial homogeneity assumption, fulfilled in the previous case, 593
does no longer apply. This fact produces the refractivity index to 594
change in both, the spatial domain, mainly due to the changes 595
in the height, and the temporal one, mainly due to the more 596
extreme atmospheric conditions. The linear-regression model, 597
seen in the urban study case needs to be updated with a second- 598
order term related with the product of range distance and height 599
[52], [60]. 600
In order to illustrate that problem, Fig. 7(d)–(f) is presented. 601
This figure shows the temporal evolution of the interferomet- 602
ric phase after only 1 h. Severe atmospheric phase fluctuations, 603
highly correlated with the steep topography of the scenario, 604
appear in just 1 h leading to over one-cycle phase variations 605
[see Fig. 7(f)]. 606
Fig. 8 shows how the linear-regression model used in the 607
urban study case is not sufficient to compensate for the APS 608
in these scenarios. The compensation process for this exam- 609
ple is carried out over an interferogram with a temporal span 610
of only 1 h. The black dots represent the projection of the 611
interferometric phase onto the range axis in the pixels of the 612
image with higher coherence values (γ > 0.95). Notice how 613
the interferometric phase does no longer exhibit a linear behav- 614
ior in the range direction. The red line represents the estimated 615
APS using a linear regression, which considerably departs from 616
the interferometric phase, especially at the near and far range. 617
The blue points refer to the new model, indicated in [52] and 618
[60], which accounts for the height of the scenario. Notice 619
how it perfectly fits the interferometric phase trend. Finally, 620
the green dots correspond to the interferometric phase after the 621
compensation process showing the goodness of the proposed 622
technique. 623
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Fig. 7. (a) Reflectivity image in dB and coherence maps between acquisitions with a temporal baseline of (b) 13 min and (c) 6 h corresponding to the area of
El Forn de Canillo, Andorra. Interferometric phase due to APS between images separated in time (d) 15 min (e) 30 min, and (f) 1 h approximately.
F7:1
F7:2
Fig. 8. Compensation process of an interferogram with a temporal span of 1 h
over those points with a coherence value over 0.95. Black dots represent the
projection of the interferometric phase onto the range axis. Red line accounts
for the estimated APS using a linear regression. Blue dots refer to the estimated
APS using a multiple regression model that takes into account the height of the
scenario. Green dots correspond to the interferometric phase once it has been
compensated for.
F8:1
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Fig. 9 illustrates the good performance of the APS com-624
pensation technique along time. This figure presents the phase625
evolution of a coherent scatterer (γ = 0.97 using a 9× 9 mul-626
tilook) along a total of 70 measures collected during 12 h,627
from 1:00 P.M. to 1:25 A.M., every 10 min. The dotted line628
refers to the phase evolution before applying the APS compen-629
sation step meanwhile, the solid one accounts for the phase630
evolution once the APS is compensated. Since all the mea-631
sures belong to the same measurement day, it is expected an632
Fig. 9. Phase evolution of a coherent scatterer (γ = 0.97 using a 9× 9 mul-
tilook) along 70 measures collected during 12 h, from 1:00 P.M. to 1:25 A.M.,
every 10 min. The dotted line refers to the phase evolution before applying the
APS compensation step. The solid line accounts for the phase evolution once
the APS is compensated for. The shaded area accounts for the sunset period,
coinciding with the more severe APS fluctuations.
F9:1
F9:2
F9:3
F9:4
F9:5
F9:6
absence of movement. After performing the APS compensation 633
step, the interferometric phase (solid line) presents a zero-mean 634
value with a low standard deviation value, σ = 3.6◦, which 635
corresponds to 0.16 mm. This experiment demonstrates the 636
good performance of the technique over these kind of scenar- 637
ios. Fig. 9 also illustrates how the atmosphere fluctuations are 638
more severe during the day, and especially at sunset (shaded 639
area). This fact confirms that the best GB-SAR performances 640
may be achieved measuring at night, especially in these type of 641
mountainous environments. 642
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Fig. 10. (a) Geocoded down-slope linear ground-displacement of El Forn de Canillo obtained with the RiskSAR-X sensor covering the period from October 2010
to October 2011. (b) Displacement time series of a point located in the area of Cal Borró-Cal Ponet with a linear velocity of ∼2.3 cm/year. The shaded areas
indicate the periods when the landslide experienced major accelerations. (c) Inclinometric results provided by the firm Euroconsult in the borehole S10, located in
the area of Cal Borró-Cal Ponet.
F10:1
F10:2
F10:3
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At this stage, maximizing the chances of detecting the major643
number of coherent scatterers available within the area of study644
is mandatory.645
On the one hand, the LTP has been benefited from the use646
of the compensating function method described in [52]. This647
method seeks to perform the APS estimation and compensation648
process using the shortest temporal baselines available in the649
data set. A basis of short-term compensation functions between650
consecutive daily temporal-averaged images, characterized by a651
minimum loss of coherence are first generated. Then, these are652
employed to compensate for long-term span interferograms.653
On the other hand, the LTP may also be benefited from the654
use of PolSAR data [52], [60]. A simple strategy, which notably655
increases the number of coherent scatters selected, consists656
of selecting for each interferogram which needs to be com-657
pensated for, the polarimetric channel providing the highest658
coherence value. This strategy leads to a twofold increase in the 659
number of high-quality pixels during APS compensation step. 660
D. Displacement Results 661
The displacement map retrieval is carried out with the zero- 662
baseline adaptation of the CPT technique [52]. 663
Since the number of images available is short, 10 images, the 664
coherence stability criterion is proposed to carry out the pixel 665
selection. This approach performs well even when a reduced 666
number of images are available. Moreover, this pixel selec- 667
tion criterion has demonstrated to be more suited in natural 668
environments with predominance of distributed scatters. 669
At this point, since the number of high-quality pixels is 670
smaller for this environment, the zero-baseline CPT algo- 671
rithm is benefited by the use of a multilayer processing [65]. 672
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Two thresholds of mean coherence corresponding to 0.7 and673
0.6 are fixed. These correspond to phase standard deviations of674
about 15◦ and 20◦, respectively, using a 5× 5 multilook win-675
dow [62]. This multilook window maximizes the detection of676
stable coherent scatters coming from both man-made structures677
and natural targets, such as rocky areas or bare surfaces.678
Furthermore, the ESM polarimetric optimization method679
[54] has also been employed in order to improve the phase680
quality of interferograms, and thus achieve a dense network of681
coherent scatterers to carry out a reliable PSI processing.682
Fig. 10(a) shows the final down-slope linear ground-683
displacement map geocoded over a Google Earth image, using684
the zero-baseline CPT algorithm. The result shows a high685
agreement with the conclusions extracted from the field mon-686
itoring campaigns made between 2007 and 2009, presented in687
[64]. Concretely, the displacement map obtained reveals that the688
main body of the landslide experienced a residual movement of689
approximately 1 cm/month during the period of observation.690
In the top-left, part of the hillside a local landslide present-691
ing a higher activity (∼2−2.5 cm/year) may be appreciated. It692
corresponds to the so-called secondary landslide of Cal Borró-693
Cal Ponet, described previously. Fig. 10(b) shows the temporal694
evolution of a high-coherence point belonging to the maxi-695
mum displacement rate area. Unlike the urban subsidence case696
studied previously, which was characterized by a strong lin-697
ear component, the temporal evolution of the displacement has698
now a strong nonlinear component. It presents several accel-699
erations and stabilizations during the period of measures. The700
shaded areas in the figure indicate the periods when the land-701
slide experienced major accelerations. Analyzing the figure in702
detail, it can be observed that the major displacements are pro-703
duced in the fall (from October to November 2010) and spring704
(from February to June 2011), coinciding with the major rain-705
fall and snow melting events. In the last period of the graph706
(September 2011), coinciding again with autumn’s arrival, the707
landslide seems to accelerate again.708
Finally, Fig. 10(c) shows the inclinometric results provided709
by the firm Euroconsult in the borehole S10, located in the710
maximum deformation rate area of Cal Borr-Cal Ponet. The711
figure illustrates a horizontal profile of the deformed shape712
of the inclinometer casing along the borehole depth in the713
down-slope direction for different dates. The curves correspond714
to the period corresponding from December 2010 to October715
2011, and all are referred to July 2008. The S-shaped plot716
reflects that the main shear band is located about 30 m under717
the surface of the landslide. In order to ease the comparison718
of the inclinometric results with the ones obtained with the719
GB-SAR sensor, the upper part of the plot has been ampli-720
fied. Since the inclinometric results are given in an horizontal721
plane, these must be divided by the cosine of the slope angle722
at S10 (∼20◦) in order to obtain the total down-slope displace-723
ment. Notice how during the period from December 2012 to724
October 2013, the movement along the maximum-slope accord-725
ing to the inclinometer is ∼1.8 cm/cos(20◦) = 1.91 cm. This726
corresponds to roughly ∼2.3 cm/year. Results provided by the727
GB-SAR are ∼2.5 cm/year in this area showing a high agree-728
ment with the ground truth provided, and demonstrating again729
the good performance of GB-SAR sensors for the study of 730
ground displacement monitoring applications. 731
V. CONCLUSION 732
Urban subsidence and landslide instabilities involve a wide 733
range of issues that are of concern to governments at all lev- 734
els. Increasingly, authorities are promoting actions when they 735
threaten public or private properties and, especially, human 736
life, in order to mitigate the socioeconomic losses derived from 737
these problems. 738
This paper seeks to demonstrate the usefulness of GB-InSAR 739
and PSI techniques, for the monitoring of different kinds of 740
ground displacement phenomena. With this purpose, two dif- 741
ferent scenarios have been monitored using the RiskSAR sensor 742
and the GB-InSAR processing chain developed by the RSLab 743
[52]. One is an urban area affected by mining induced subsi- 744
dence and the other a mountainous landslide. For both cases, the 745
obtained deformation maps have been validated with in-field 746
ground-truth data. In addition, the key logistics’ particularities 747
and processing approach have been deeply analyzed depend- 748
ing on the nature of the area and the ground displacement 749
process to be monitored. Concretely, the APS estimation and 750
compensation step, which represents one of the most criti- 751
cal aspects in GB-InSAR, has been deeply discussed for each 752
scenario. 753
The reliability of GB-SAR products has been demonstrated, 754
representing an effective alternative for the design and imple- 755
mentation of prevention strategies, showing a high feasibility 756
to hazard assessment and risk management. 757
Compared with PSI spaceborne solutions, GB-SAR sensors 758
present several advantages due to the zero-baseline configura- 759
tion of the instrument, which is firmly anchored on the same 760
position for all acquisitions. The revisiting time is no longer a 761
constraint due to the employment of a terrestrial platform. In 762
addition, they offer the possibility to fit the illumination angle 763
in order to maximize the detection of real ground displace- 764
ment in the LOS direction. Anyway, this is strongly dependent 765
on the characteristics of the site and in some cases it could 766
not be possible. For instance, for urban subsidence monitor- 767
ing not always there will be a nearby cliff. Finally, since 768
APS may be perfectly estimated and compensated for, lower 769
numbers of images are required in order to achieve reliable 770
nonlinear estimations of the ground displacement processes. 771
Compared with traditional in-field monitoring devices and tech- 772
niques, including total stations, differential GPS, geological 773
mapping, geophysical prospection, topographic leveling, exten- 774
someters, inclinometers, and piezometers, GB-SAR solutions 775
have demonstrated to provide higher densities and to be very 776
efficient in order to cover larger areas for long periods at lower 777
cost. 778
Some future work lines may include the extension of the APS 779
model-based techniques proposed in this paper for the monitor- 780
ing of large-scale scenarios characterized by several kilometers 781
in range. Moreover, the ability to solve unwrapping errors 782
when facing more complex terrains and larger illuminated areas 783
should be deeply analyzed. 784
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Abstract—Urban subsidence and landslides are among the7
greatest hazards for people and infrastructure safety and they8
require an especial attention to reduce their associated risks. In9
this framework, ground-based synthetic aperture radar (SAR)10
interferometry (GB-InSAR) represents a cost-effective solution11
for the precise monitoring of displacements. This work presents12
the application of GB-InSAR techniques, particularly with the13
RiskSAR sensor and its processing chain developed by the Remote14
Sensing Laboratory (RSLab) of the Universitat Politècnica de15
Catalunya (UPC), for the monitoring of two different types of16
ground displacement. An example of urban subsidence monitor-17
ing over the village of Sallent, northeastern of Spain, and an18
example of landslide monitoring in El Forn de Canillo, located19
in the Andorran Pyrenees, are presented. In this framework, the20
key processing particularities for each case are deeply analyzed21
and discussed. The linear displacement maps and time series22
for both scenarios are showed and compared with in-field data.23
For the study, fully polarimetric data acquired at X-band with a24
zero-baseline configuration are employed in both scenarios. The25
displacement results obtained demonstrate the capabilities of GB-26
SAR sensors for the precise monitoring of ground displacement27
phenomena.28
Index Terms—Differential synthetic aperture radar (SAR)29
interferometry (DInSAR), displacement monitoring, ground-30
based SAR (GB-SAR), frequency modulated continuous wave31
(FMCW) radar, ground-based SAR interferometry (GBInSAR),32
persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI), polarimetric SAR inter-33
ferometry (PolInSAR), steepest linear frequency modulated con-34
tinuous wave (SLFMCW) radar.35
I. INTRODUCTION36
T HE DEVELOPMENT of differential synthetic aperture37 radar (SAR) interferometry (DInSAR) algorithms during38
the last decade has demonstrated their usefulness for the pre-39
cise monitoring of ground displacement episodes [1], [2] with40
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millimetric precisions [3]. Furthermore, DInSAR algorithms 41
have boosted the development of persistent scatterer inter- 42
ferometry (PSI) techniques which allows obtaining not only 43
accurate linear velocity estimations but also time series con- 44
taining the nonlinear displacement component of affected areas 45
[4]–[15]. 46
In this context, two different kinds of sensors may be con- 47
sidered: orbital/airborne or ground-based. Spaceborne SAR 48
sensors have demonstrated to be extremely successful for study- 49
ing the evolution of displacement processes, especially, over 50
wide areas. Despite this, when flexibility in terms of revisit- 51
ing time or sensor orientation toward the scene is required, 52
orbital sensors cannot fulfill the requirements. Airborne sen- 53
sors represent a more flexible solution but contrarily the data 54
processing becomes more difficult. Furthermore, the monitor- 55
ing campaigns are generally costly and complex to carry out. 56
For this reason, the research activity of several groups has 57
been recently addressed to the development of terrestrial SAR 58
systems [16], [17]. Flexible, easy to deploy, and cheaper if 59
compared to space- or airborne solutions, Ground-Based SAR 60
(GB-SAR) sensors can be presented as an effective, and some- 61
times complementary, solution for the precise monitoring of 62
small-scale phenomena [18]–[33]. 63
Due to the capability of GB-SAR sensors to carry out a quasi 64
continuous monitoring, one of their most relevant application 65
corresponds to the slope monitoring of open pit mines, in which 66
such systems potentially work as an Early Warning System 67
(EWS) [34]–[37]. Other relevant applications include slope 68
instability monitoring related to rock-slides [38], [39], [21], vol- 69
canoes [40], urban monitoring [41]–[43], structure monitoring 70
[44], [16], dike monitoring [45], glacier monitoring [46], and 71
landslides [43], [45], [47]–[50]. A complete classification of the 72
different GB-SAR applications can be found in [51]. 73
This paper presents the applicability of the RiskSAR GB- 74
SAR sensor, developed in the Remote Sensing Laboratory 75
(RSLab) of the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) and 76
widely described in Part I of this paper [52], for the efficient 77
monitoring of ground displacement phenomena. 78
The RiskSAR sensor [22], [29] is based on the employment 79
of high-rate steepest linear frequency modulated continuous 80
wave (SLFMCW) signals. This type of solution allows per- 81
forming faster scans compared with vector network analyzer 82
(VNA)-based solutions and, hence, minimize the impact of 83
1939-1404 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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tropospheric disturbances and target instabilities during the84
scanning time. This radar architecture also favors obtaining85
reliable polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) measurements with no86
dramatic increase in the scanning time. In this context, it87
has been recently demonstrated that polarimetric SAR inter-88
ferometry (PolInSAR) techniques outperform classical single-89
polarization PSI performance [53]–[55].90
The applications shown in this work are focused on the GB-91
SAR sensor working in a discontinuous operation mode, which92
means revisiting the site during different measurement days93
with a certain temporal span. This can be applied when the94
deformation process is slow enough and does not require a95
continuous monitoring. As widely explained in [52], the pro-96
cessing for this configuration mode consists of performing first97
a temporal averaging of each daily data set. This is referred98
to as short-term processing (STP) and allows improving the99
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of time-stationary targets, leading100
to a time-averaged SLC image for each measurement day. In101
the following step, referred to as long-term processing (LTP),102
the atmospheric artifacts among the different time-averaged103
SLC images are compensated for. From all methods avail-104
able in the literature, the RiskSAR processing chain makes use105
of model-based solutions to carry out the atmospheric phase106
screen (APS) compensation. This kind of solution has proven107
to be very effective since it reaches very good results with108
no need of extra meteorological data or stable ground con-109
trol points (GCP). Carrying out a proper APS estimation and110
compensation process is mandatory in order to obtain reliable111
displacement map estimations. Once a set of APS-free interfer-112
ograms are obtained, PSI techniques can be applied to obtain113
reliable linear and nonlinear estimations of ground displace-114
ments. Among all the PSI techniques developed in the last115
decade, this work focuses on the adaptation of the coherent116
pixels technique (CPT) to work with zero-baseline data [52].117
The linear displacement maps and time series over two very118
different scenarios, a district affected by subsidence due to the119
mining activity carried out in the surrounding area during the120
last century, and an active slow-moving landslide located in a121
mountainous region, are presented. The main logistics and pro-122
cessing particularities for each case are widely discussed. In123
both scenarios, the RiskSAR sensor was operated at X-band124
due to its excellent tradeoff among the high spatial resolution125
of the SLC images acquired, the possibility to achieve a reliable126
APS compensation and a fine sensitivity to ground displace-127
ments. For this reason, the RiskSAR sensor is referred to as128
RiskSAR-X hereinafter. The slant-range resolution working at129
X-band is 1.25 m. The cross-range resolution is on the order130
of 10 mrad, ranging from 0.75 m at near range up to roughly131
5 m at a far range of 1500 m. In both cases, the processing is132
benefited from the use of fully polarimetric data.133
The paper is organized as follows. Section II refers to GB-134
SAR measurement logistics, with emphasis in the importance135
of choosing a correct location for the sensor depending on the136
nature of the scenario and on the ground displacement process137
characteristics. Sections III and IV present the zero-baseline138
PSI results in the urban scenario of Sallent and in the landslide139
of El Forn de Canillo, respectively. The main conclusion and140
major remarks are given in Section V.141
II. MEASUREMENT LOGISTICS 142
Once a GB-SAR solution is adopted for the monitoring 143
of a certain area, the location of the sensor constitutes a 144
crucial issue in order to maximize the performance of the 145
technique. In addition to be able to cover the whole area of 146
interest, two important aspects must be taken into account: 147
the minimization of the so-called SAR geometrical distortions 148
(foreshortening, layover, or shadowing) to have the regions of 149
interest visible to the radar, and the maximization of the sen- 150
sor sensitivity to deformation, as SAR systems are only able 151
of detecting displacements in the line-of-sight (LOS) direction. 152
The selection of the adequate emplacement helps to maximize 153
the sensitivity of the interferometric phase to the deforma- 154
tion process to monitor, and thus provide the best results 155
possible. 156
These aspects must be taken into account when planning the 157
measurements and, furthermore, in the final interpretation of 158
the results. This section presents their analysis in order to max- 159
imize the performance of ground-based SAR interferometry 160
(GB-InSAR) techniques depending on the nature and environ- 161
mental conditions of the displacement phenomenon. 162
A. Minimization of SAR Geometric Distortion Effects 163
Regardless of the platform nature, three geometric distor- 164
tions are present in SAR imaging. These are the foreshortening, 165
the layover, and the shadowing [56]. Unlike orbital-based 166
SAR sensors, which are constrained by the orbit geometry, 167
GB-SAR sensors allow fitting the sensor location and orien- 168
tation to the specific characteristics of the area under study. 169
This fact allows to minimize, or at least control, these distortion 170
effects. 171
Shadowing must be especially taken into account when 172
facing urban monitoring applications. Urbanized areas are typ- 173
ically characterized by having a relatively large number of tall 174
man-made structures, such as buildings. If the location of the 175
sensor is decided without considering its impact, it can lead to 176
a large number of shaded areas in the SAR acquisitions. The 177
location of the instrument at a certain height in order to achieve 178
a top view of the area under study minimizes shadowing impact. 179
Contrarily, landslide areas are typically characterized by 180
having a low numbers of man-made structures. Therefore, shad- 181
owing has less impact in these applications. Despite this, it is 182
important to choose a location which allows overcoming the 183
geographical accidents of the scenario. In these areas, fore- 184
shortening plays a more critical role. The illumination angle 185
must depart from the local slope to avoid as much as possible 186
the compression effect produced by this geometrical distortion. 187
A good strategy consists of locating the instrument at the base 188
of the hillside, some meters away from the slope, in order to 189
illuminate all the area of interest minimizing the shadowing and 190
the foreshortening artifacts. 191
B. Maximization of the Sensitivity to Deformation 192
As stated above, SAR systems only have sensitivity in the 193
LOS direction. Due to its different orientation, the measured 194
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displacements are, in general, not the real ones but a projection195
of them. Using a vector notation, both can be defined as196
VLOS = |VLOS| ·̂lLOS
VG = |VG| ·̂lG (1)
where VG is the ground displacement vector, this is the real197
deformation, and VLOS is the LOS displacement vector, this is198
the projection. The magnitudes |VLOS| and |VG| are related to199
the intensity of the displacement, and the unitary vectorŝlLOS200
and ̂lG indicate the displacement direction. In fact, the former201
is only a projection of the latter. Thus, the magnitude of both202
displacement vectors can be related through a scalar product as203
follows:204
|VLOS| = |VG| · cos(α) (2)
where205
cos(α) =̂lLOS ·̂lG (3)
being α the angle between the unitary vectors.206
When the ground displacement is expected to be vertical, as207
it normally occurs with subsidence phenomena in urban scenar-208
ios, α directly becomes the local incidence angle θinc. In this209
context, higher sensor location elevations over the area of inter-210
est imply shorter incidence angles and thus a better sensitivity211
to the ground displacement.212
When facing landslide monitoring the problem becomes213
more complex as the real motion of a particular point has an214
intrinsic topographic dependence related with its local slope.215
With no a priori knowledge, the more realistic kinetic model of216
the displacement direction ̂lG is based on considering that the217
surface mostly moves along the steepest gradient of the terrain218
slope. This information may be derived employing a digital ele-219
vation model (DEM) of the area. Then, the angle α is directly220
obtained through (3).221
For the current polar-orbiting SAR satellites, the look direc-222
tion is close to East or West, for ascending or descending223
orbits, respectively. For this reason, spaceborne SAR systems224
are mainly sensitive to movements along slopes facing either225
East or West and almost insensitive to movements in North or226
South directions. In this context, GB-SAR sensors present a227
potential advantage with respect to spaceborne ones since they228
are not constrained by any orbit geometry. GB-SAR sensors229
can be placed at an adequate location and fit their orientation230
for illuminating a specific site according to the geometry of the231
problem.232
A good strategy in landslide monitoring applications consists233
of locating the instrument at the foot of the hillside, using an234
illumination angle facing the down-slope direction in order to235
maximize the displacement detection.236
III. URBAN MONITORING STUDY CASE237
Urban monitoring represents one of the most interest-238
ing issues and major research topics in the SAR commu-239
nity. Subsidence hazards in urban areas involve from damage240
in man-made structures to the sudden collapse of entire 241
neighborhoods, thus endangering human lives. Two surveying 242
methods are mainly used for ground deformation monitoring 243
purposes over urban scenarios. These are leveling and global 244
positioning system (GPS). In most cases, the difficulty to cover 245
large areas and the poor densities of measurements provided 246
by these techniques hinder the effective identification and char- 247
acterization of complex deformation episodes. Geotechnical 248
devices such as inclinometers, extensometers, or piezometers 249
present similar drawbacks. 250
GB-SAR sensors hence represent a useful alternative with 251
respect to the previous surveying techniques. They provide pre- 252
cise estimations of ground displacement phenomena over larger 253
areas with a high density of measures at a lower cost. 254
This section presents the study case of a linear urban subsi- 255
dence phenomenon produced in a district affected by the former 256
mining activity carried out around the area. 257
A. Test Site and Data Set 258
The test site selected corresponds to a district known as El 259
Barri de l’Estació, located in the village of Sallent, northeastern 260
Spain. Nowadays, there is a subsidence phenomenon induced 261
by the intense mining activity carried out in the area during the 262
second quarter of the last century. This deformation process is 263
the consequence of the exploitation of the Enrique Mine, which 264
was opened from 1932 to 1973 and reached a maximum depth 265
of 260 m. 266
Unexpectedly, during the intense mining works of 1954, a 267
natural cavity of about 120 m high and 40 m wide was found. 268
Some years later, during 1957 and 1962, several floods from the 269
Llobregat River occurred that made difficult to continue with 270
the mine exploitation, and finally leading to the closure of the 271
Enrique Mine in the year 1973. 272
During the period of abandoning, the mine was filled up with 273
saturated salty water. Some decades after, in 1990s, heavy dam- 274
ages started to be appreciated in several man-made structures 275
built within the affected district of El Barri de l’Estació [see 276
Fig. 1(a)]. 277
As a response to the problem, the administration started a 278
research program to identify, characterize, and model the subsi- 279
dence phenomena observed in the affected area [57]. A multiple 280
set of techniques such as laser topographic leveling, geologi- 281
cal mapping, geophysical prospection, extensometric measure- 282
ments, and drilling was employed to evaluate the risk of the 283
already weakened structures to collapse. 284
In this framework, the RSLab group, jointly with the Institut 285
Cartogràfic i Geològic de Catalunya (ICGC), started in 2003, 286
the study of this area with PSI techniques using spaceborne 287
acquisitions of the European Remote Sensing (ERS) satellite 288
[58]. A new collaboration between the RSLab and the ICGC 289
started in 2006 to assess the performance of GB-SAR sensors 290
in such scenarios. A 1-year measurement campaign was carried 291
out using the RiskSAR-X sensor [22], [29]. It started in June 292
2006 and finished in March 2007. GB-SAR data were acquired 293
during nine measurement days, as reported in Table I. In each 294
measurement day, several scans were carried out in order to 295
improve the SNR of measures. 296
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Fig. 1. (a) Example of the heavy damages observed in El Barri de l’Estació, Sallent. (b) Picture of the El Barri de l’Estació observed from the (c) RiskSAR point
of view.
F1:1
F1:2
TABLE IT1:1
TIMETABLE OF SALLENT MEASUREMENT DAYST1:2
B. System Setup297
As seen in Section II, in urban monitoring applications,298
the GB-SAR location must minimize as far as possible the299
effects produced by the buildings present in the scenario.300
This implies to select an emplacement as high as possible in301
order to have a top view of the area of interest, which mini-302
mizes the shadowing and maximizes the sensitivity to vertical303
displacements.304
For these reasons, the instrument was finally installed on the305
top of a cliff of 84 m height, 200 m away in the range direction306
from the district El Barri de l’Estació. This location provided307
an incidence angle varying from 72◦ up to 82◦. It is worth308
pointing out that installing the radar on the cliff’s border pre-309
vented the radar front-end of saturations caused by close targets.310
Moreover, the system was placed on a base at approximately311
30 cm above the ground to raise the rail and reduce the impact312
of the nearby vegetation.313
Another important issue was to ensure a millimetric repo-314
sitioning of the instrument to avoid a later coregistration of315
the data. In order to guarantee the repeatability of the obser-316
vation conditions, the system was mounted over a cement base317
reinforced with a lightweight metallic frame. A picture of the318
RiskSAR-X point of view, and the final system setup is detailed319
in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respectively.320
The area of interest illuminated by the RiskSAR sensor321
extended to approximately 400 m in range and 300 m in width.322
Each scan took roughly 2.5 min to perform a fully polarimetric323
measure.324
C. Short-Term and Long-Term Processing 325
Prior to the application of the zero-baseline CPT algorithm to 326
obtain PSI results, some important aspects about the STP and 327
LTP [52] processing should be briefly remarked. 328
As seen, El Barri de l’Estació is an urban area plenty of man- 329
made structures. For this reason, the reflectivity image of the 330
region covered by the sensor has a large dynamic range, with 331
strong reflectivity peaks corresponding to man-made structures, 332
see Fig. 2(a). The coherence in these scenarios remains very 333
high along the temporal axis, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) and (c), 334
which shows the coherence maps from two acquisitions with 335
a temporal baseline of 15 min and 23 days, respectively. As 336
shown, the highest coherence pixels are preserved in those areas 337
with higher reflectivity, coinciding with the man-made struc- 338
tures present in the scenario. This fact is of crucial importance, 339
since it will lead to a robust network of temporally coherent 340
scatterers in the later PSI processing. 341
As it is detailed in [52], in addition to the thermal noise 342
and the temporal decorrelation phenomena, APS represents the 343
most relevant distortion artifact on the interferometric phase. 344
It directly impacts in the STP, which aims to obtain a reliable 345
high-quality time-averaged image from each measurement day. 346
In addition, it also affects the LTP, whose objective is obtain- 347
ing a collection of APS-free interferograms for the later PSI 348
processing. From all the available methods, the RiskSAR sen- 349
sor makes use of model-based solutions [59], [60] since they 350
proved to be very successful with no extra meteorological data 351
or stable GCP. 352
Fig. 2(d)–(f) shows the interferometric phase evolution due 353
to APS between images separated by temporal spans of 15 min, 354
1 h, and 4 h, respectively. In such regions, the atmospheric 355
artifacts are smooth in both the spatial and temporal domains. 356
The linear approximation proposed in [59] is sufficient to 357
deal with the APS problematic in these scenarios with soft 358
topography [52]. 359
In order to illustrate the good performance of APS model- 360
based solutions in urban scenarios, the compensation process 361
of an interferogram with a temporal span of 2 h is presented in 362
Fig. 3. With the goal of generating a reliable vector of observa- 363
tions to carry out the linear regression, only the points with the 364
highest coherence values (γ > 0.95) are employed. In order to 365
estimate the coherence a 9× 9 multilook is selected. Black dots 366
represent the projection onto the range axis of the interferomet- 367
ric phase. Notice how, as expected, the interferometric phase 368
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Fig. 2. (a) Reflectivity image in dB and coherence maps between acquisitions with a temporal baseline of (b) 15 min and (c) 23 days corresponding to the area of
El Barri de l’Estació, Sallent. Interferometric phase due to the APS between images separated in time (d) 15 min (e) 1 h, and (f) 4 h approximately.
F2:1
F2:2
Fig. 3. Compensation process of an interferogram with a temporal span of 2 h
over those points with a coherence value over 0.95. Black dots represent the
projection of the interferometric phase onto the range axis. Red line accounts
for the estimated APS using a linear regression. Green dots correspond to the
interferometric phase once it has been compensated for.
F3:1
F3:2
F3:3
F3:4
F3:5
exhibits a strong linear behavior in the range direction. The369
red line represents the estimated APS using the linear regres-370
sion method indicated in [52] and [59]. Finally, the green dots371
correspond to the compensated interferometric phase. Notice372
how the final interferometric phase has a mean value close to373
zero. This value is normal since during this short temporal span374
the interferometric phase may be considered totally indepen-375
dent of any deformation process. In other words, within the376
same measurement day no detectable movements are expected.377
Indeed, the interferometric phase of APS-free interferograms378
has a mean value close to zero.379
Due to the large number of high-coherent scatterers available 380
in urban scenarios, the basis-based method explained in [52], 381
which uses a set short-time compensation functions between 382
consecutive daily temporal-averaged images, is not required. 383
Exploiting polarimetry at this point is not necessary for the 384
same reason as well. 385
Finally, in order to reduce the effects of urban target short- 386
time instability induced by human activities, the sample selec- 387
tion technique proposed in [61] is employed for the generation 388
of time-averaged SLC images. The detection of the long-term 389
polarimetric behavior providing the highest number of samples 390
for each day of measurements guaranteed a higher quality of 391
the final interferometric phase information. 392
D. Displacement Results 393
The displacement map retrieval process is carried out with 394
the zero-baseline adaptation of the CPT algorithm [52]. The 395
choice of the pixel selection method depends on the number 396
of acquisitions at disposal and on the nature of the scatterers to 397
detect, either distributed or point-like scatterers. For this case, 398
since the number of images available is short, only 9, the coher- 399
ence stability criterion has demonstrated to perform well. A 400
threshold of mean coherence corresponding to 0.7, which is 401
equivalent to a phase standard deviation of about 15◦, with a 402
5× 5 multilook window [62], has been established in order to 403
filter out the noisy pixels from the processing. In this type of 404
urban scenarios, a 5× 5 multilook window has demonstrated a 405
good performance to detect man-made structures. 406
At this point, the processing has been benefited by the 407
use of polarimetric optimization techniques [52]. In particular, 408
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the equal scattering mechanism (ESM) polarimetric optimiza-409
tion method [54] has been selected to improve the quality of410
interferograms. This is translated in roughly a twofold increase411
in the number of pixels during the pixel selection step.412
Finally, the linear velocity map retrieved using the zero-413
baseline CPT technique is projected over the vertical as indi-414
cated in Section II.415
The PSI results obtained with the RiskSAR-X sensor are416
compared with the results provided by the experts of the ICGC417
[see Fig. 4(a) and (b)], respectively. On the hand, the ground-418
truth information was obtained by means of a continuous laser419
topographic levelling system that monitored a set of positions,420
indicated as dots in Fig. 4(b), during the same period of the421
GB-SAR campaign. This discrete set of measurements has422
been employed to obtain the result provided in the same figure423
through interpolation. On the other hand, due to the high num-424
ber of high-coherent pixels in the area, GB-SAR results have425
also been interpolated in order to ease the comparison with the426
ground-truth available. A high agreement concerning the spa-427
tial description of the deformation process may be observed428
between both techniques. Notice how the position of the area429
characterized by the maximum deformation bowl perfectly430
matches. Despite this, it must be pointed out that GB-SAR431
measurements lead to a slight overestimation of the displace-432
ment rate in the center of the deformation focus, 5 cm/year433
against the 4.5 cm/year given by the in situ ground-truth mea-434
surements. The difficulty to install the instrument at a higher435
elevation, to reach shorter incidence angles and maximize436
the detection in the LOS direction, could explain this slight437
discrepancy.438
Fig. 4(c) shows the time series of a coherent scatter located439
in the maximum deformation bowl of the area. A strong440
linearity, as expected from ground-truth measurements and441
from the spaceborne results available [57], [58], may be442
observed.443
IV. LANDSLIDE MONITORING STUDY CASE444
Due to the all-weather and day-night capability to accu-445
rately detect ground and surface deformations, GB-InSAR446
has become a useful tool for geo-hazard assessment during447
the last few years. The accurate monitoring of landslide sur-448
faces represents an important issue in order to achieve a449
better understanding of landslide mechanisms, and detecting450
its potential risks to ensure the safety of people living in such451
areas.452
Traditionally, landslide monitoring has been carried out453
employing different geotechnical devices, including inclinome-454
ters, extensometers, piezometers, and GPS differential net-455
works. These in-field measurements present, in general, a456
benchmark density and a lower extent compared with SAR457
techniques. In addition, they require the installation of devices458
directly onto the landslide surface, which can be a prob-459
lem when the accessibility to the area is complex. The460
development of remote sensing monitoring tools based on461
SAR data is becoming an important issue for many author-462
ities in order to ensure the safety of people living in such463
areas.464
Fig. 4. (a) Vertical linear displacement map retrieved by using the zero-baseline
CPT algorithm. (b) Ground-truth map provided by the ICGC employing laser
topographic leveling techniques. (c) Displacement time series of a point located
in the center of the deformation focus with a linear velocity of 4.7 cm/year.
F4:1
F4:2
F4:3
F4:4
A. Test Site and Data Set 465
The test site selected to demonstrate the applicability of GB- 466
SAR sensors in these applications corresponds to the landslide 467
of El Forn de Canillo, located in the Andorran Pyrenees. It 468
has been widely studied since 1980s, and today it is consid- 469
ered as one of the largest landslides of the Pyrenean region [see 470
Fig. 5(a)]. 471
The landslide is composed by a sequence of slides and earth- 472
flows with a complex structure, which affects an estimated mass 473
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Fig. 5. (a) General overview of the landslide of El Forn de Canillo. (b) Landslide limits and location of the devices installed.F5:1
at around 300 Mm3. In this context, three major sliding units474
were identified in 1994 [63]. The first one corresponds to a slide475
originated in the area of Pla del Géspit-Costa de les Gerqueres476
[Fig. 5(b)], located in the south-west of the landslide, which477
reached the foot of the hillside. A second unit was originated478
under El Pic de Maians [see Fig. 5(b)] reaching a height of479
1640 m, and that overlaps with the previous sliding unit, clos-480
ing in the Valira River valley. Finally, a new rotational slide with481
a lower extension originated on the hillside known as La Roca482
del Forn [see Fig. 5(b)] in the north-east side of the hillside has483
been identified.484
The landslide of El Forn de Canillo was originated as the485
result of the hillside destabilization, due to a decompression486
phenomenon after the removal of the Valira Glacier, between487
13 000 and 16 000 years before present [63]. The Valira488
River has been progressively eroding the base of the whole489
mass without reaching the bedrock, and thus originating the490
landslide.491
The geological observations accumulated during the last492
decades have evidenced the presence of a main slide mass with493
a residual movement of some millimeters per year, accompa-494
nied by a local failure in the area known as Cal-Ponet Cal-Borró495
[see Fig. 5(b)] within the third slide unit described above.496
This slide is presenting today a major activity coinciding with497
periods of strong rainfalls and snow melting.498
In front of all these evidences, the authorities promoted sev-499
eral actions in the year 2000 for the management of the risk500
related with the geo-hazard threats associated with landslides,501
rockfalls, and debris flows in the Andorran Pyrenees. Some spe-502
cific management plans were carried out for the monitoring of503
El Forn de Canillo.504
Between 2007 and 2009, a complex network of geotechni-505
cal devices, including inclinometers, rod extensometers, and506
piezometers, was installed in order to characterize and under-507
stand the dynamics of the landslide. A total of 10 bore-508
holes, referred from S1 to S10 in Fig. 5(b), reaching a depth509
between 40 and 60 m, were drilled and equipped with this510
instrumentation. The measurements provided by these devices 511
have been recently studied with the objective of locating the 512
sliding surfaces and characterizing the displaced material [64]. 513
Unfortunately, some of the boreholes did not reach the 514
needed depth, and consequently the installed devices did not 515
work properly in some points. Despite this, as it has been 516
expected from in situ observations, the installed devices evi- 517
denced that, in addition to a residual movement of the main lobe 518
of some millimeters per year, the most active part of the land- 519
slide corresponds to the secondary landslide of Cal Borró-Cal 520
Ponet, which between May and June 2009 registered a velocity 521
up to roughly 2 cm/month [64]. Intense rain events and sudden 522
snow melting was observed during this period. As an example, a 523
famous house built in the mid-19th century, located next to the 524
foot of this secondary landslide near to S10, has experienced 525
a significant damage [see Fig. 6(a)]. Several cracks and shear 526
openings along the road pavements close to this area have also 527
appeared over the last years [see Fig. 6(b)]. 528
In 2011, the use of GB-InSAR techniques to identify and 529
characterize the dynamics of the landslide were planned. The 530
reasons were twofold: on the hand, most of the geotechnical 531
devices implemented did not work properly providing unreli- 532
able measures and, on the other hand, conventional geotechni- 533
cal field measurements present lower densities and thus a worse 534
coverage compared with SAR techniques. For this reason, the 535
RSLab, in collaboration with the Department of Geotechnical 536
Engineering and Geosciences of the UPC, carried out a 1-year 537
measurement campaign, from October 2010 to October 2011, 538
with the objective of identifying and characterizing the behavior 539
of the landslide. 540
Since the landslide of El Forn de Canillo is nowadays quite 541
stable with some residual movement of the order of few cen- 542
timeters per year, a continuous monitoring was considered 543
clearly unfruitful. For this reason, a total of 10 daily data 544
sets were collected with a temporal base line of approximately 545
1 month, performing thus a discontinuous monitoring, sufficient 546
to avoid phase unwrapping (see Table II). 547
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Fig. 6. (a) Interior view of the cracked walls of a small farmhouse located in
the area of Cal Borró-Cal Ponet. The curved shape of the wall indicate the
presence of displacements in this area. (b) Cracks and shear openings along a
road pavement close to the area of Cal Borró-Cal Ponet. (c) Panoramic view of
El Forn de Canillo, in the Andorran Pyrenees from (d) the RiskSAR point of
view.
F6:1
F6:2
F6:3
F6:4
F6:5
F6:6
TABLE IIT2:1
TIMETABLE OF EL FORN DE CANILLO MEASUREMENT DAYST2:2
B. System Setup548
The RiskSAR-X sensor was located at the foot of the land-549
slide, 100 m away from the slope, in order to reduce the550
foreshortening and to maximize the detection of the defor-551
mation considering that the landslide moves along the steep-552
est gradient of the terrain slope, as seen in Section II. This553
emplacement also allows overcoming the geographical acci-554
dents of the scenario in order to avoid shadowing in SAR555
images.556
The final area of observation was approximately 500 m in557
height, 1600 m in range, and 1000 m in width. In addition,558
as in the urban monitoring case, the system was placed on a559
base at the height of approximately 30 cm above the ground,560
to level the rail and avoid the impact of the nearby vegeta-561
tion in the measurements. As in the previous study case, each562
scan took roughly 2.5 min to perform a fully polarimetric563
measure.564
A picture of the RiskSAR-X point of view and the sensor’s565
location is detailed in Fig. 6(c) and (d), respectively.566
C. Short-Term and Long-Term Processing 567
Regarding the characteristics of the scenario, El Forn de 568
Canillo is mainly covered by vegetation and only contains some 569
man-made structures and few rocky areas suitable to perform 570
a reliable GB-InSAR processing. The reflectivity image of the 571
region covered by the RiskSAR-X sensor is shown in Fig. 7(a). 572
Fig. 7(b) and (c) shows the coherence maps of image pairs with 573
a temporal baseline of 13 min and 6 h, respectively. 574
Notice how the high-reflectivity areas generally correspond 575
to those pixels with higher coherence values, as expected. These 576
pixels belong to man-made structures, rocky areas, or bare sur- 577
faces. Notice also how coherence decreases faster on vegetated 578
areas at X-band, and how only man-made structures or rocky 579
areas remain coherent along time. A considerable loss of coher- 580
ence in only 6 h can be noticed. Preserving high-coherent pixels 581
along time is a critical issue in these vegetated scenarios, as seen 582
hereinafter. 583
As in the urban subsidence study case, some important 584
aspects about the STP and LTP [52] processing must remarked 585
prior applying PSI techniques. 586
Regarding the APS, contrarily to the study case of urban 587
areas seen above, mountainous regions present severe atmo- 588
spheric phase fluctuations, mainly due to the presence of steep 589
topography. Those regions exhibit strong fluctuations of the 590
atmospheric parameters such as temperature, pressure, and 591
humidity from acquisition to acquisition. Due to this reason, the 592
spatial homogeneity assumption, fulfilled in the previous case, 593
does no longer apply. This fact produces the refractivity index to 594
change in both, the spatial domain, mainly due to the changes 595
in the height, and the temporal one, mainly due to the more 596
extreme atmospheric conditions. The linear-regression model, 597
seen in the urban study case needs to be updated with a second- 598
order term related with the product of range distance and height 599
[52], [60]. 600
In order to illustrate that problem, Fig. 7(d)–(f) is presented. 601
This figure shows the temporal evolution of the interferomet- 602
ric phase after only 1 h. Severe atmospheric phase fluctuations, 603
highly correlated with the steep topography of the scenario, 604
appear in just 1 h leading to over one-cycle phase variations 605
[see Fig. 7(f)]. 606
Fig. 8 shows how the linear-regression model used in the 607
urban study case is not sufficient to compensate for the APS 608
in these scenarios. The compensation process for this exam- 609
ple is carried out over an interferogram with a temporal span 610
of only 1 h. The black dots represent the projection of the 611
interferometric phase onto the range axis in the pixels of the 612
image with higher coherence values (γ > 0.95). Notice how 613
the interferometric phase does no longer exhibit a linear behav- 614
ior in the range direction. The red line represents the estimated 615
APS using a linear regression, which considerably departs from 616
the interferometric phase, especially at the near and far range. 617
The blue points refer to the new model, indicated in [52] and 618
[60], which accounts for the height of the scenario. Notice 619
how it perfectly fits the interferometric phase trend. Finally, 620
the green dots correspond to the interferometric phase after the 621
compensation process showing the goodness of the proposed 622
technique. 623
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Fig. 7. (a) Reflectivity image in dB and coherence maps between acquisitions with a temporal baseline of (b) 13 min and (c) 6 h corresponding to the area of
El Forn de Canillo, Andorra. Interferometric phase due to APS between images separated in time (d) 15 min (e) 30 min, and (f) 1 h approximately.
F7:1
F7:2
Fig. 8. Compensation process of an interferogram with a temporal span of 1 h
over those points with a coherence value over 0.95. Black dots represent the
projection of the interferometric phase onto the range axis. Red line accounts
for the estimated APS using a linear regression. Blue dots refer to the estimated
APS using a multiple regression model that takes into account the height of the
scenario. Green dots correspond to the interferometric phase once it has been
compensated for.
F8:1
F8:2
F8:3
F8:4
F8:5
F8:6
F8:7
Fig. 9 illustrates the good performance of the APS com-624
pensation technique along time. This figure presents the phase625
evolution of a coherent scatterer (γ = 0.97 using a 9× 9 mul-626
tilook) along a total of 70 measures collected during 12 h,627
from 1:00 P.M. to 1:25 A.M., every 10 min. The dotted line628
refers to the phase evolution before applying the APS compen-629
sation step meanwhile, the solid one accounts for the phase630
evolution once the APS is compensated. Since all the mea-631
sures belong to the same measurement day, it is expected an632
Fig. 9. Phase evolution of a coherent scatterer (γ = 0.97 using a 9× 9 mul-
tilook) along 70 measures collected during 12 h, from 1:00 P.M. to 1:25 A.M.,
every 10 min. The dotted line refers to the phase evolution before applying the
APS compensation step. The solid line accounts for the phase evolution once
the APS is compensated for. The shaded area accounts for the sunset period,
coinciding with the more severe APS fluctuations.
F9:1
F9:2
F9:3
F9:4
F9:5
F9:6
absence of movement. After performing the APS compensation 633
step, the interferometric phase (solid line) presents a zero-mean 634
value with a low standard deviation value, σ = 3.6◦, which 635
corresponds to 0.16 mm. This experiment demonstrates the 636
good performance of the technique over these kind of scenar- 637
ios. Fig. 9 also illustrates how the atmosphere fluctuations are 638
more severe during the day, and especially at sunset (shaded 639
area). This fact confirms that the best GB-SAR performances 640
may be achieved measuring at night, especially in these type of 641
mountainous environments. 642
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Fig. 10. (a) Geocoded down-slope linear ground-displacement of El Forn de Canillo obtained with the RiskSAR-X sensor covering the period from October 2010
to October 2011. (b) Displacement time series of a point located in the area of Cal Borró-Cal Ponet with a linear velocity of ∼2.3 cm/year. The shaded areas
indicate the periods when the landslide experienced major accelerations. (c) Inclinometric results provided by the firm Euroconsult in the borehole S10, located in
the area of Cal Borró-Cal Ponet.
F10:1
F10:2
F10:3
F10:4
At this stage, maximizing the chances of detecting the major643
number of coherent scatterers available within the area of study644
is mandatory.645
On the one hand, the LTP has been benefited from the use646
of the compensating function method described in [52]. This647
method seeks to perform the APS estimation and compensation648
process using the shortest temporal baselines available in the649
data set. A basis of short-term compensation functions between650
consecutive daily temporal-averaged images, characterized by a651
minimum loss of coherence are first generated. Then, these are652
employed to compensate for long-term span interferograms.653
On the other hand, the LTP may also be benefited from the654
use of PolSAR data [52], [60]. A simple strategy, which notably655
increases the number of coherent scatters selected, consists656
of selecting for each interferogram which needs to be com-657
pensated for, the polarimetric channel providing the highest658
coherence value. This strategy leads to a twofold increase in the 659
number of high-quality pixels during APS compensation step. 660
D. Displacement Results 661
The displacement map retrieval is carried out with the zero- 662
baseline adaptation of the CPT technique [52]. 663
Since the number of images available is short, 10 images, the 664
coherence stability criterion is proposed to carry out the pixel 665
selection. This approach performs well even when a reduced 666
number of images are available. Moreover, this pixel selec- 667
tion criterion has demonstrated to be more suited in natural 668
environments with predominance of distributed scatters. 669
At this point, since the number of high-quality pixels is 670
smaller for this environment, the zero-baseline CPT algo- 671
rithm is benefited by the use of a multilayer processing [65]. 672
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Two thresholds of mean coherence corresponding to 0.7 and673
0.6 are fixed. These correspond to phase standard deviations of674
about 15◦ and 20◦, respectively, using a 5× 5 multilook win-675
dow [62]. This multilook window maximizes the detection of676
stable coherent scatters coming from both man-made structures677
and natural targets, such as rocky areas or bare surfaces.678
Furthermore, the ESM polarimetric optimization method679
[54] has also been employed in order to improve the phase680
quality of interferograms, and thus achieve a dense network of681
coherent scatterers to carry out a reliable PSI processing.682
Fig. 10(a) shows the final down-slope linear ground-683
displacement map geocoded over a Google Earth image, using684
the zero-baseline CPT algorithm. The result shows a high685
agreement with the conclusions extracted from the field mon-686
itoring campaigns made between 2007 and 2009, presented in687
[64]. Concretely, the displacement map obtained reveals that the688
main body of the landslide experienced a residual movement of689
approximately 1 cm/month during the period of observation.690
In the top-left, part of the hillside a local landslide present-691
ing a higher activity (∼2−2.5 cm/year) may be appreciated. It692
corresponds to the so-called secondary landslide of Cal Borró-693
Cal Ponet, described previously. Fig. 10(b) shows the temporal694
evolution of a high-coherence point belonging to the maxi-695
mum displacement rate area. Unlike the urban subsidence case696
studied previously, which was characterized by a strong lin-697
ear component, the temporal evolution of the displacement has698
now a strong nonlinear component. It presents several accel-699
erations and stabilizations during the period of measures. The700
shaded areas in the figure indicate the periods when the land-701
slide experienced major accelerations. Analyzing the figure in702
detail, it can be observed that the major displacements are pro-703
duced in the fall (from October to November 2010) and spring704
(from February to June 2011), coinciding with the major rain-705
fall and snow melting events. In the last period of the graph706
(September 2011), coinciding again with autumn’s arrival, the707
landslide seems to accelerate again.708
Finally, Fig. 10(c) shows the inclinometric results provided709
by the firm Euroconsult in the borehole S10, located in the710
maximum deformation rate area of Cal Borr-Cal Ponet. The711
figure illustrates a horizontal profile of the deformed shape712
of the inclinometer casing along the borehole depth in the713
down-slope direction for different dates. The curves correspond714
to the period corresponding from December 2010 to October715
2011, and all are referred to July 2008. The S-shaped plot716
reflects that the main shear band is located about 30 m under717
the surface of the landslide. In order to ease the comparison718
of the inclinometric results with the ones obtained with the719
GB-SAR sensor, the upper part of the plot has been ampli-720
fied. Since the inclinometric results are given in an horizontal721
plane, these must be divided by the cosine of the slope angle722
at S10 (∼20◦) in order to obtain the total down-slope displace-723
ment. Notice how during the period from December 2012 to724
October 2013, the movement along the maximum-slope accord-725
ing to the inclinometer is ∼1.8 cm/cos(20◦) = 1.91 cm. This726
corresponds to roughly ∼2.3 cm/year. Results provided by the727
GB-SAR are ∼2.5 cm/year in this area showing a high agree-728
ment with the ground truth provided, and demonstrating again729
the good performance of GB-SAR sensors for the study of 730
ground displacement monitoring applications. 731
V. CONCLUSION 732
Urban subsidence and landslide instabilities involve a wide 733
range of issues that are of concern to governments at all lev- 734
els. Increasingly, authorities are promoting actions when they 735
threaten public or private properties and, especially, human 736
life, in order to mitigate the socioeconomic losses derived from 737
these problems. 738
This paper seeks to demonstrate the usefulness of GB-InSAR 739
and PSI techniques, for the monitoring of different kinds of 740
ground displacement phenomena. With this purpose, two dif- 741
ferent scenarios have been monitored using the RiskSAR sensor 742
and the GB-InSAR processing chain developed by the RSLab 743
[52]. One is an urban area affected by mining induced subsi- 744
dence and the other a mountainous landslide. For both cases, the 745
obtained deformation maps have been validated with in-field 746
ground-truth data. In addition, the key logistics’ particularities 747
and processing approach have been deeply analyzed depend- 748
ing on the nature of the area and the ground displacement 749
process to be monitored. Concretely, the APS estimation and 750
compensation step, which represents one of the most criti- 751
cal aspects in GB-InSAR, has been deeply discussed for each 752
scenario. 753
The reliability of GB-SAR products has been demonstrated, 754
representing an effective alternative for the design and imple- 755
mentation of prevention strategies, showing a high feasibility 756
to hazard assessment and risk management. 757
Compared with PSI spaceborne solutions, GB-SAR sensors 758
present several advantages due to the zero-baseline configura- 759
tion of the instrument, which is firmly anchored on the same 760
position for all acquisitions. The revisiting time is no longer a 761
constraint due to the employment of a terrestrial platform. In 762
addition, they offer the possibility to fit the illumination angle 763
in order to maximize the detection of real ground displace- 764
ment in the LOS direction. Anyway, this is strongly dependent 765
on the characteristics of the site and in some cases it could 766
not be possible. For instance, for urban subsidence monitor- 767
ing not always there will be a nearby cliff. Finally, since 768
APS may be perfectly estimated and compensated for, lower 769
numbers of images are required in order to achieve reliable 770
nonlinear estimations of the ground displacement processes. 771
Compared with traditional in-field monitoring devices and tech- 772
niques, including total stations, differential GPS, geological 773
mapping, geophysical prospection, topographic leveling, exten- 774
someters, inclinometers, and piezometers, GB-SAR solutions 775
have demonstrated to provide higher densities and to be very 776
efficient in order to cover larger areas for long periods at lower 777
cost. 778
Some future work lines may include the extension of the APS 779
model-based techniques proposed in this paper for the monitor- 780
ing of large-scale scenarios characterized by several kilometers 781
in range. Moreover, the ability to solve unwrapping errors 782
when facing more complex terrains and larger illuminated areas 783
should be deeply analyzed. 784
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